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The only comprehensive tutorial/reference exclusively devoted to Autodesk's robust architectural visualization software
    3ds Max Design is a powerful real-time 3D design, modeling, and animation tool for architectural visualizations. This book covers all the software's crucial features, including how to simulate and analyze sun, sky, and artificial light-crucial factors for sustainable design-and how to define and assign realistic materials and work with AutoCAD and Revit files.    

    You'll quickly learn how to get the most from this powerful software's 3D modeling, animation, and rendering capabilities. McFarland is an Autodesk Authorized Author with professional experience in creating complex visualizations for a large property development company. His real-world focus means workflows and instructions are professional and proven, and projects will include those that pros work on every day.      

	Uses actual examples from the author's experience, including retail spaces, small offices, residential developments, and more      
	Concise explanations, focused examples, step-by-step instructions, and hands-on tutorials teach the basics and fine points of the software      
	Covers all the essential features, such as how to simulate and analyze sun, sky, and artificial light      
	Demonstrates efficient use of the interface; how to work with Revit and AutoCAD files; using data, scene management, and solid modeling tools; rendering real-world surfaces; and setting up animated walkthroughs      


    Mastering 3ds Max Design 2010 provides a practical education in using this powerful architectural visualization tool.
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Beginning LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3: (B&W)Apress, 2014

	Beginning LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3 shows you how to create new fun and fantastic creations with the new EV3 programmable brick along with other new EV3 pieces and features. You'll learn the language of the EV3 brick, and then go on to create a variety of programmable vehicles using MINDSTORMS and Technic parts. You'll then move...
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Ant Colony Optimization (Bradford Books)MIT Press, 2004

	The complex social behaviors of ants have been much studied by science, and computer scientists are now finding that these behavior patterns can provide models for solving difficult combinatorial optimization problems. The attempt to develop algorithms inspired by one aspect of ant behavior, the ability to find what computer scientists would...
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Contrast Data Mining: Concepts, Algorithms, and Applications (Chapman & Hall/CRC Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery Series)CRC Press, 2012

	A Fruitful Field for Researching Data Mining Methodology and for Solving Real-Life Problems

	Contrast Data Mining: Concepts, Algorithms, and Applications collects recent results from this specialized area of data mining that have previously been scattered in the literature, making them more accessible to...
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Python Interviews: Discussions with Python ExpertsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Mike Driscoll takes you on a journey talking to a hall-of-fame list of truly remarkable Python experts. You'll be inspired every time by their passion for the Python language, as they share with you their experiences, contributions, and careers in Python.

	
		Key Features

		
			Hear from these...
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Japanese Outbound Acquisitions: Explaining What WorksPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This book reviews the past 116 Japanese outbound acquisitions in three decades and determines success and failure, with the goal of explaining what works. Dr. Matsumoto emphasizes that such acquisitions are part of a long-term strategy and should not be judged based short-term gains and losses, especially short-term changes in...
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Everyday Information: The Evolution of Information Seeking in America (MIT Press)MIT Press, 2011

	All day, every day, Americans seek information. We research major purchases. We check news and sports. We visit government Web sites for public information and turn to friends for advice about our everyday lives. Although the Internet influences our information-seeking behavior, we gather information from many sources: family and friends,...
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